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This Issue. Dedicated to Margaret Sanger
~B!\' .Eacuity··Review.··.
Ele' .c.'t" ····1·0' 'n" S th~..~a~El~.e~~~~:or:~~o:'etoOObeU~:..•.;.UU"ty~::;a':.':.:. . . commenced-with a reminder .by , ,~~r~d.in .the e.v:~rnngill. altema,te comparing: the teaching
, . Dean Kramer' that two' years,(2) theestablishmentofa techniquesof the tenured faculty.
Professors' ".terms .'.onthetwo-credifcourseon community The sponsor 'of the motion was
Executive Committee of the property law to be scheduled for careful to point out that his
of Friedman , University Faculty Senate were a summer session and the supportive recommendations
Petitioningfornominationended expirfng shortly. and by' following academic year and contained in a memorandum
Thurscay, February 16, and unammous consent the assembly then reconsideredafter student whichhe had previouslyreleased
balloting was conducted the adopted the appointment of ' interest could be assessed, and .were suggestions only and that
followingThursday.February 23. Profs. Ginsburg and Park to fill (3) a change fn copyright law the committee itself wouldhave
.The: Elections Commission the vacancies. Dean Potts then '. (525)fora two to a three credit the flexibility of defining its
tabulated the results and an- recommended and' secured the'· .course in order ; to adequately- purpose and approach. '. .
nouncedthe winner on Friday. ratification of newly-appointed ' cover the provisions of the new Dean Kramer criticized Prof.
Chuck Moll, the' former part-time Prof.'Henon to take copyright law as well as .dts Nash's suggestion that
Parliamentarian; was elected over Prof.Kayton's patent office predecessor. evaluation and review of
DayVicePresident and Shambhu practice course for' the A topic of< extended teaching methods has for many
Chopra, a recent appointee to the remainder 'of the spring deliberation was then brought toye~rsbeen afforded inadequate
GWUSACourt of Appeals, was semester. " the floor by Prof. Banzhaf with treatment in faculty discussions.
elected Night Vice President. Prof. Seidelson, the chairman his recommendation for the Prof. Ginsburg concurred with
Both candidates were unopposed 1>f the Curriculum' Committee creation' of ..a vccmmitteeioe -;''Prof. Nash that the law school
for office. made three motions modifying teaching quality. With the intent could benefit by exchanging
Elected ,third· year day the Law Center's current course to "transform the spirit of Airlie ideas among faculty members so
representa tives were John Fleps, offering,all ofwhichwere passed House into Action:' 'Prof. that eachmight gain insightfrom
Donna Malin, and David Miles, after discussion, The revisions .Banzhar.pointed out that there the strengths of the others. He .
against a strong ".showing for adopted were:(l) the addition of '.was' no .,Iaeultv r-committeei: also suggested that participation
Stuart," Wessler . and write-in , '.'
~~~:~~nJ~a~~o~~~:Bl:~ . 'J, .•·Bur'g···ero n."1..ncom, :p·etem,ncnpaege.5
Hall and RalphGrutzmacher also . .
ran for the officebut were edged by Marvin Dang .1, an appraisal of lawyers in
out by the wlnnera... Chief Justice WarrenE. my-views on thecompeteneyef general. He attributed the'
-:MaryPorter, John Slayton, and Burger focused on the lawyers.'" . '. "misinformation" that has been
Patriciav.Jordan were elected professional incompetence of Newspaper accounts in the published to. the difficult
/!bYBarrYHartman~', s~ondye~r dayr~resentatives some trial lawyers in a "State of " past have misquoted Burger as problems and pressures of time
'and ChristieFisher'" with. a, sill? margm. ove! the, theJudiciary" speech onSunday, saying that probably one-third to . and space under which news
On Thursday, 1"ebruary9,'the fourth candidate, Norva Hill. " 'February 12,at the Americailone-half of the . "practicing" . personnel must work..
final round .0ftheVanVleck .In;unconteste?races,i\llyn Bar Association's . Mid-year lawyers aren't qualified to give Burger stands' by his
. Appellate Case ClubUpperClass' Richert and BillShore;were meeting in New orleanS;' their clients fully adequate 'November 26, 1973,address at
Competition was held. 'The elec;tednight representatives and ,.• 'Part of his 45-minute speeCh representation.'Burger's views ::Fordham University··where he
Petitioners in the final round Arbe Korzecwas.electedFederal was devotea to dealing with the as to the- inadequacy of trial ,said, "Many judges in general
were Paula Goldberg and Amy·aarRepresentabve. . "misinformation published as .to • lawyers has been represented as' jurisdiction trial courts have
Edwards; the respondents were r-~~-----~------";"---",;,,_"':'':'''''=:':':''::'::'__ '::''''--':'':'':'':=':':-:'::::=:':~ stated to me that fewer than 25
John Jones and Lourdes Men- .*....... L' R" :*... . "', . percentofthelawyersappearingdoza. . The Petitioner was an" '. . ~', aza'· before .. them are genuinely
Indian ..'woman:. claiming that. ... g, qualifiea; other judges goas high
actions of the Indian Tribe '. ., . '.' ..' . as ,75percent... I draw this from
~",=r:':ti~"".:~"t·'Na.t'1Convention .:~;e::a~o~~e;:~~~~ j~~:~~.
Indian .Civil Rights' Act. The . meetings and seminars, with
Tribe refused to allowthewoman b" Martin ..Lonez ,III literally hundreds of judges and
membership in~o the Tribe a~'JoseA.Villanueva brutality, andfarmworker experienced lawyers."
because while her mother was a The 1978LaRaza National i'issues to immigrationjactivist-lawyer in tbePuerto 'Burger said that the "lack of
member of the tribe, her father Law Students Association welfare reform and sexism 'Ricanburoughs of New'York adequate training of lawyers for
was not. The Tribe did allow . National Convention will be Numerous workshopswm ~ City~ and Antonia Orendain courtroom work is a serious
women to be members if'the held on the.campus of The offered to."draw input and Chicanofounder and leader of problem in the administration of
father was a memberofthe tribe, -G eor g e 'Was h in g to rl participation from as wide as the .Texas, Farm Workers . Justice"and that"only in recent
butthemotherwasnoLFurther, UniversitYonMarch'l-4... 'pOssible a "spectrum of ' the Union.. The diverse. years has our profession
the petitioner claimed that. the, ",The theme of the con- Washingtonacademic and lay backgrouDds'of tliese in~ recognized that trialadvocacy is
practice of the tribe in not ad- vention, : "En busca" de communities. Furthermore dividuals represent still an area of practice which
mittting women to serve onthesolu~iones," manifests the for ·.those who attend, th~another of the attributes of requires specialized skills and
governing council c also violated· . positive, activi$t approach of experience willbebotb in':': this year's'· convention, the'- qualifications." ,
her right to equal. protection La Raza. Literally translated' tellectually stimulating and gathering of.Hispanics of all Hesaid that a committee ofthe
under the Indian CivilRights Act. the phraseineans: "Quest for educational. nationalities and experiences Judicial Conferenceof the United
There were also two procedural .solutions," solutions which .Speakersimd panelistShave for the purpose of,engaging in . States sent a questionnaire to
issues: whether afederal.court can only coiDe from con-·. been chosen from among the meaningful dialogue and every federal judge in the United
had jurisdiction over,' civil' fronting difficult. problem leading spokespersons in Jilteractiori: . States and 81percent responded.
cases arising under the Indian areas and engaging in areas ofLatino interest. Many Movimiento Legal Latino He said that of those responding,
CivilRights Act"eventhough that . meaningful discourse to deal have established national (MLL), The. Natior:tal Law 39 percent said that the
act had no specific jurisdictional with them.. . . ,..... . r,eputationsor are recognized Center's La ~azachapter,and If'naeddeqUaCyof .trial lawyers in
provisi'onj and whether the' .The National Conv'ent'l'on' '. authorities in their respective the other active chapters of. eral courts was "a serious
.doctrine of sovereign immunIty .format involvesa broad range ! fields.,Special note should be the area's law schoolswish to problem."
~rred the suit even if there was of issues ranging from em- made of the. Keynote ~tend to the public and the ..Burger said that "any problem
jurisdiction. In an excellently ploymentand edueational speakers: Isabella Letelier' Washington area students an in the courts whicb39 percenfof
argued round, the panel of judges disc rim ina Hon; police ~ widow of the slain Chilea~invitati~n to attend. . the judges characterize as
more on page 4 dissident; Reuben Franco,
StephenFriedman, a first year
student in section 12 of the
National Law Center, is
scheduled to l1e inaugurated
today as the newPresident of the
Student Bar.' Association.
Friedmanswho is orginally from
Georgia and did -his un-
dergraduate work at the
University of Ncrth,Carolina,
defeated the other twocandidates
vyingfor the toppositionot the
SBA. Of the 405 votes cast, in-
cumbent President John Beard-
sworth received a total of92votes
and'SBA social Chairman Sam'
Malizia received 128 votes,
compared to 159ballots in favor
····M··.·'·t··.'·····.···.00
COl1rt
Winners
more on page 8
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.Dedication
."- .,
. ".,
-rz
by, Tom DeRose, . .> .,.
Ma'rgaret S,' ·a.~g··.e.r ': Toriight,aftel'alongd~yat the University o{<\Southern: most effective ca~~handlers area& law' school, whi\e' you're California.'.. ..". ,able to convince each party that
reheating a Big Mac or shaking Contact 4, however, is the his-her interests are understood
yourshake-and-bake, you might Center's largest volume project, 'and protected. To a large extent,
brush the cobwebs from your TV receiving an average of 150 . students must. rely on their own
In 1916, the police in the Brownsville.region"of Brooklyn raided the set and tune in toNewscenter-s, letters ..per week .' which' ..are abilities gained 'through ex-.;··
c.flrst birth control clinic in the world, outside the Netherlands. They WRC-TV .. Long abouts :50 p.m., ..handled bya staffof 12 to 15 law perience. In' addition. theCon-
-. arrested its founder, visiting nurse Mat:garet Sanger, and charged her Lea . Thompson; consumer.· students each .: semester. . tact 4 staff finds that the implicit
with the crime of providing contraceptive information for the purpose reporter, will pop into your living Utilizing a model informal . threat of.- television exposure
of birth control, , ' ',', __ , <.> . spacewlth the Contact 4 segment dispute 'settlement mechanism, - provides a. certain impetus to
She was found guilty and sentenced to thirty days. Her conviction of the news. Tonight, you might which has received '.much at"; businesses to settle the problem.
was upheld on appeal. (People v Sanger, 222NY 102 (1918) ) The Penal hear Ms. Thompson talk about an tention asva cost-errecttve--, Extensive resources at the
. Code ort!y_permitted doctors to prescribe contraception "to control auto repair rip-off,a po~ntially ·a.lternative to litigation, the' . Consumer Protection Center are .
. disease." The judges broadened this to permit contraceptive in- dangerous toy, or the troubles of Emmy-award winning Contact 4 available to educate students in;<
formation to protect ailing mothers, but they would not go so far as to collecting benefits from' the project is now returning over federal, state,' and local laws "'.
permit.Its use for family planning. . . , . . . ... , Veterans Administration. $1,000 . a week to consumers concerning . consumer . tran-
Mrs. Sanger did not feel guilty. On her-rounds, she had nursed too What -.you probably will not through.Iaw student negotiated' ~sactions;. .Most worthwhile for
many women sick and dying fr,om complications of nregnancy and hear or .see is the staffof the settlements. '. the student-participants,
general deterioration ot.health due to numerous births: she had seen Consumer,Protection Center Students working forContact 4 .'however.iis the opportunity to
too many deaths due to attempted abortions. In' 1913, at least 15,000 which doesrall the problem-" mediate a variety of consumer develop a variety of practical',
women had died of these causes.and she was convinced many ofthem sol~ing on consumer complaints dispu tes, soon learning to legal skills, ' The conceptual
would have lived if they had known about birth control: ", . which become those, Contact 4 recognize vcomplaints which challenges presented in the
Her conviction sent Margaret Sanger 'into the legislative arena. programs. You won t see those involve fraud. Some common classroom take on. an added
Believing that pity and indignation had to be reenforced with. exact people anywhere around the .problems' include automobiledimension-almost instantly-s-
knowledge, she' wrote. articles to. educate women about personal WRCnewsroom because they are purchase and repair,credit, mail when the student is confronted
hygiene, contraception, and the relationship between politics and. in Room ,103 Bacon Hall of the order; medical overcharge,home with an irate businessman or: '
. population. . . . .' . ." .... GWU law school. . .. ". improvement, " delivery .of consumer~ .At this point .the
Seeing that wealthy women could obtain contraceptive devices from The nuts and bolts problen,t- government services, .: retail '.technique of' a . successful
private physicians.ishe' begarrtodefineconvenient,·inexpensive~ solving function of Contact 4 IS sales and landlord-tenant negotiator. and mediator .'.
contra ception as a class issue. She turned her beliefs into a way of life, part of the Consumer Protection disputes; For example-a typical becomes an appreciated. asset.
and herself into an organizer, lecturer, and traveling fund-raiser. She Center' which operates to teach automobile complaint might These.skills are crucial in every
started out as a nurse, wife, and mother, and became the founder of a students seldom. taught . legal .. concern .unauthorized: repairs, field .of law, and are a . com- .
. world-wide campaign to make information on contraception available skills while, providing help. to breach orwarranty, revocation monplace: requirement, of
to all women; . aggrieved consumers. The of . acceptance, a reverse practice. Constant client contact '
In 1924, Sanger helped found the Clinical Research Bureau in New Center is staffed by law students, mechanics lien,'financing helps the students to become
York. It operated publicly for five years and.cooperated with local with .. P,rofes~or .... Donald problems, odometer tampering, more self-confident; articulate, .. "
health authorities. But in 1929, the Bureau was raided and Sanger was Rothschlld servmg .as. faculty or unjustified refusal to return a and expert in problem solving
arrested again. She hired detectives to discover what lay behind the supervisor;:. Since the, Center deposit.;, Last semester, the andjn recognizing legal and
raid. They found that some Catholic social workers had been disturbed' opened in" 1970, hundreds' of Center. wrote' an amicus brief for factual issues. ...' ...'.. '. , .
.about the number of referrals made to the Bureau. . ' . students and over. 40,000 c~n- neighborhood legal services on Law students.. a're justifiably
'.While Sanger ,was being· reviled domestically; ..she was .becoming: sume"rs :have benefIted fr.om l~ .. automobilereposses.sion~ resale '·concemed_:~wi~h.·,the"' practical .,
revered abroad as a woman of great humanitarian vision. To the Far operation. . Continually ex- and ....deficiency .judgment. ' considerations' of what courses
East and to Europe she brought her message: . . . ' . panding ,the scope of its com- Students familiarize themselves and actiVities will advance their
"~odespoteverflungforthhislegionstodieinforeignconqtiest,no , mimity.involvement, the 'Center with the relevant statutes and competency and,career as an
privilege-ruled nation ever erupted across its borders, to lock in death . operates,. in ' addition, to .the Iiteratureon the' subject, locate . attorney.,. Contact 4 is a useful,
embrace with another, but behind them loomed the driving power of a., Conta~t ~project, the .Consum.er: . useful, c comm unity .. conta.cts, tool to meet these practical goals, ..
population too large for its boundaries and its natural resources. H~E-L-P hotline servJ.ce~hIch analyze' the merits of the con- and to those with a public- ..
~No period of low wages or of idleness .with their want among the works with the F,raud.SectlOnof sumer'san«;lseller's positions, interest bent, it offers something
workers, no peonage or sweatshop, no child-labor factor, ever came the U.S. Attorney s OffIce; places·and. (hopefully) negotiate .a. even. more important-.achance
into being, save from the same source. Nor have famine and plague ~everal interns each semester settlement. . . to serve. the public.
been as much 'actS of God' as acts of too prolific ~others .... '" ,with the D.C. Office of Consumer 'The ',.fac.t jnvestigaUon and So turn on the·tUbe tonight and
Step by step, with unfaltering courage, w~th.cr:us~ding zeal, with Protection; serves as consul~nt. negotiation skills Jhat are let Lea Thompson help you
endless humor, and with a cheerf~ trust m ~he vI~tory of truth, to numer~us Fede~al AgenCIes; developed through thecomplaint~ . become a . better-informed
Margaret Sanger led a movement WhIch has ennched, Improved, and and publIshes abI-annual sup- handling process are '.distinctly 'consumer; then stop by .Bacon
inspiredgreatsocialreformsinthepursuitofworl~peace. "'" pleme~t, to th~ Cons.umer differe,nt from the advocacy, 103 sometime and let ,the Con-
. ~ PJ;'otection ReportmgService by skills which law students are sumer.Protection Center help
reprinted from Meiklejohn Civil Liberties Institute, Box 673, Berke~ey, "Professor Rothschild and taught in the classroom.'The. you improve yourlegal skills.
California 94701 . Professor David Carroll o~,the .
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, Two American ~ar Association ;Sectlon' memberS during the· particUlar aspects of the.'.topic,
~ritingcontests. have been meeting. _. for example, discrimination
recently announced.- . Entries must be postmarked no against a particular group
The. first contest is sponsored later than May 1, 1978! and must· because of. race, sex, age, etc.
by the A.B.A.'s Section of include the contestant's per- :Contestants are. also free to
Criminal Justice ,and .is open to, 'manent and. temporary address concentrate on particular areas •
all law students in A,B.A.~ ac- .with telephone numbers~Entries 'in whiCh discrimination may be
credited law schools: '. shoUld be submitted' to: Ms. found, for example,education,
The topic is': "Access. to Susan Hillenbrand, Coordinator,employment, or taxation. .
Justice: Prospects for Law Student Contest, A.B.A Essays must be submitted on
Developments in Criminial Criminal Justice Section, Second or before Aprill, 1978, and may
Law.".. . Floor, 1800 M Street, N.W., ' not exceed 5,000 words. Foot-
A special Section ·CommIttee Washington, D.C. 20036. notes should be used sparingly, if
will judge the entries. None Of. ,The second announced essay . at all,' and must be included
the entries will be returned and contest is the 1978 Ross Essay within the word limitation.
the Section 'reserves the non- Contest. '. The prize stipend is $5,000.
exclusive right to publish the Elibibility for this contest is The contest will be~d-
winning entries. confined to ·members of,. the ministered and judged by the
The winner of the contest will American Bar Association,in- Board of Editors·of the A.B.A.
receive a set of the A.B.A ·cluding.law students who are Journal.
Standards for Criminal Justice members of the ABA-Law"For more information and
and also a free trip to the Student Division. entry forms, contact: Ross
A.B.A. 's annual meeting in New The general sUbject matter for Essay Competition,' American
York City in August. The winner the 1978 Contest is Bar Association Journal, 77South
will be invited to present an- "Discrimination and the Law." Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
abstract of ~e. paper to various Contestants are free to choose 60606.
President's Address:
'Open Governmel:\t'
by Stephen Friedman
This is the first of a series of
columns by me, as the new
SBA President, to keep you,
the students, informed of
issues before the SBA. I will
speak briefly about the overall
themes that I see for the SBA
in the coming year.
If nothing else, I plan-to run
an open administration.
Student participation, will be
sought at every level of
decision making. The SBA is
,not an association of delegates
and officers. It is -'an
association of all the students
in the law school in pursuit of
their individual and group
interests. As such it can only
be effective - it can only
survive - if its power comes
from all the students.
My first action will be to
reorganize and open up the
SBA election process. For the
majority of students, other-
wise unable to' participate in
the SBA, ,elections are their
chance to express how they
want their interests to be
represented. Therefore, the
election process must be as
open and meaningful as
possible. Greater publicity is
absolutely necessary to in-
form students as to when and
how nominations are to be
made. There must bea longer "
period' .of time between
nominations and the election
to encourage debate on the
issues. Some formalized
method which allows su-
candidates to present their' eifective as possible. '
positions on such issues must I will be working out SBA
be developed. Perhaps this office hours so that all
could best be done in an ex- students 'can contact me
change of position statements personally. All SBA meetings
in the Advocate. Election by will be well publicized and
poster and flier is not what open.
student government should be It is understood that there
about. are limits to what BA can
_ Another method I will adopt accomplish. We will not get a
in pursuit of open government new library built. Itwill not be
is to make myself and the ,possible to have every student
other SBA officers' as visible graduate in the top half of the
and accessible to the student class. I also understand that
body as possible. A regular most law students' schedules
SBAcolumn in the newspaper do not allow a great deal of
is a start, but not enough. time for such outside ae-
Very shortly I will be setting , -:Jivities as student govern-
up meetings with the officers ment.'
'and members of all the Nevertheless,we must
student organizations to give realize that as law students we
them an opportunity to tell me have certain interests that we
what their concerns and needs" must protect. The only way
are; At a minimum I will keep that can be .done is through
in close contact with these regular participation in the
organizations. 'Equally im- decision-making process' of
portantis the development of the school. Such participation
a method which would allow must not only be possible, it
such organizations to have must be actively encouraged.
formalized input into the SBA Help organize. If any of the
decision-making process. ideas I have touched on in-
,I intend to use every terestyou, or if you have any
possible opportunity to per- ideas or concerns about the
sonally address .the student law school, please contact me
body as a whole. In addition to in the SBA office and we will
speaking at the orientation get you involved right away.
breakfast for first year Next. column I' willtaIk
students, ,1 hope to be able to about some ot . the specific
talk to each first year section issues that I see facing' the
before the vote for their SBA SBA, as well as provide a '
delegates. This is the best way .progress report.i . "
to insure that such elections, ,Thank you for-your support
will be as meaningful and and confidence.
I,,";
, Stephen Friedman
'~:'7.@~~"'~$""~""~""""~""~""""'~""~""~""''''';~'''''~'''~'''"''''~0<7.~'''''''
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Lend 'Me ~Your Ears
"by Shambhu Chopra,
This is the original speech of a
prospective candidate for some
post in the SBA hierarchy.·· For
some unknown reason it could
'never be delivered. Possibly.the
author got demoralized by the
severe competition he was facing
for that post in the elections. I"
foundit in a carrel on the third
floor of the law library,' all
crumpled into a heap. Who wrote
it, why he failed to deliver it and
whether he .won or lost in the
recently-held Student Bar
Eelections, could not be
discovered, but; I am hereby
reproducing, the speech below,
exacUyas I found tttsie): '
I am, going to make to you will
live even after me. Come I,
today, to speak to you, about
myself! !
"The other candidates call me
a quack. And all the other can-
didates are honorable men. How
can honorable men call others
qucks? Only dishonorable men
can do so. Yet they called me a
quack several times. And; mind,
you, they are all honorable men.
'Does my calling them honorable '
men appear to' you as anything
quackish about me? SUrely not,
you \Y0uld say. And yet, dear
friends, they called me a quack.
And, don't forget, they are all
honorable men... ' ,
"The other candidates call me '
stingy. Just becos' I don't put any
pennies in the 'money-box for
coffee and dougnuts in the-,
St~kton basement lounge, I
don t become stingy. Just becos'
- I don't offer any Creepy's crispy ,
cookies to any of them.. does not
, "Friends, countrymen, and
, fellow-students:
"Lend me your ears!
HI come to, praise myself and
not to disgrace, others; .The
. promises that the other can-
didates made to you will remain
onJ.ypromises. The promises that
GILBERT LAW5LJMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
. ''LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES. . .
SMITH REVIEW' . NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICANLEGAL.CASE·DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES HORNBOOKS
DISCOUNTPRICESAND-":
COMPLETE SELECTION'
',". 'AT.~. '
ilWASrl~J8~Kco.
1917Eyest, N.W. Tel.785-0424
Sam Malizia •
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GWUSA Elections
by Dana Dembrow
The electionof the newofficers
of the George Washington
University Students Association
(GWUSA)begins today and the
ballot box will remain open
through Thursday, March 2.
Students in theN'ational Law
Center are eligible tovote for the
executive officers of . the
assembly as well as the three
senators from the law schooland
four delegates at large.
After newly-elected SBA
President, Stephen Friedman,
expressed his desire to pursue a
significantly increased budget
request from GWUSA,the Ad-
vocate contacted the, four
presidential candidates and
inquired their position regarding
his proposal for greater ex-
penditures for the law school.
Cesar Negrette, the Chair-
person Pro Tempore of the
Senate, was noncommittal on
theissue, stating that the amount
of any budget allocation would
have to depend on what the
organization intended to do with
the funds. His policy platform,
however, emphasizes the need
for more adequate library
facilities for law students and
suggests that GWUSA should
work with the SBA "to get. the
administration to make im-
provements in' the physical
plant needs of our law school." funded through the National Law
BobKing, who is presently the Center. . ..
Vice President' of Financial . Steve Cesaro, who is currently
. in charge of GWUSA'S inter-
Affairs for GWUSA,stated that University affairs, said that. a
he favored-an increase in the t
allocation to the National Law funding request wlthou a
description of the reason for the
Center but not by as much as allocation was "too vague to.
$5,000, as suggested by SBA make an intelligent decision."
President Friedman .... "1 can't He stressed that two-thirdsof the
see any way we could do it," he student body at GW were
said. "The money is just not graduate students and that they
there." He added that he might deserved more adequate
support an increase of $1,000 to representation in the executive
$3,000 but that the SBA would cabinet and a greater proportion,
probablyhave toseek a program of the GWUSAbudget.
board allocation or a special th t h '
projects funding request in the Specifically, he stated a e
would have a GW law student
event that Nation Law Center serve as theAttorneeyGeneral of
activities could not be financed the .GWUSAexecutive branch.
. under its existing budget. He said that more money to
Rich Lazarnick, presently the graduate organizations was fair
chairman of the Program Board, in view of the ,amount that they
stated that the allocation to the contributed to the University
SBA should,. be increased in . 11
proportionto the total increase of' budget but he added that a
the student activities fund for the grants would be conditioned on
1978-79 academic year but that intelligent use ofth~ finances...
For'ilie GWUSA Vice
any fundingapproval wouldhave Presideney, Ken Decter, the
to be based on the nature of the
spending proposal. . Secretary of the present
Last year the total budget lor assembly, . faces Bob Dolan. a
student organizations funded by Senator from ColumbianCollege.
GWUSAwas about $108,000, but .' Only three, candidates were
next year the disbursable sum is placed in nomination for the
expected to be about $150,000. three law school seats in the .
The law school received $2,000 university studerit senate,
from GWttSAlast year and the. Shambhu Chopra, Dana Dem-
SBAreceivedanadditional$5,OOObrow, and James Toomey.
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Moot Court
from'pa~e 1 (cont.)
split its decision, holding 2-1 for oral argument was held' on
Thursday, February 23. The
respondents. nd d '11 be h IdMr. Jones and Ms.Mendoza,as seco roun WI eon
winners, each received $100.0l!. Thursday, March 23, 1978 at 8:00
an award, and earned two credit p.m. All rounds are judged by
units as well. All other par- attorneys qualified in the area of
ticipants each received one law that the issue discusses, and
credit unit. the rounds are" held in the
The structure of the Upper classrooms ofStocktonHall. The
Class competition is that the~e final rounds of the First Year
are two preliminary rounds .10 competition will be held on
which each team of two 10- Thursday, April 20,at 8:00p.m.
'.dividuals briefs and argues each There will be three federal
side of the issue. Then there are judges sitting 'on the panel of
quarter- and semi-final rounds. judges for that round. Observers
The two teams. with the highest are encouraged to attend boththe
scores compete in the finals. second and final rounds. The
Since the purpose of the Van issues in the first year com-
Vleck Appellate Case Club is to petition are the fifth amendment
develop the art of appellate .right against self-incrimination,
advocacy, more weight is given the sixth amendment right to
the oral argument, than the brief. counsel and the attorney-elient
However, all participants agree privilege.
that writing the brief, preparing Those students who qualify for
the argument" and arguing are the final rounds' of both com-
invaluable experience for those petitions are eligible to become
interes te-d in litigation, members of the National Moot
especially, and for all law Court Team.
students aenerally. Any students wishing to par-
The First Year competition is ticipate in the upper class
held in the spring semester, competition next fall or who
rather than the fall, like the would like to find out more about
upper class competition. The the Van Vleck club are urged to
structure is the same, except stop in the office at 101 Bacon
there are no quarter- or semi- .Hall or call 676-7324.
final rounds. The first round of
Lourdes Mendoza
~\f'-I
Faculty (COl:\t.)
LEND ME YOUR EARS
from page 3
make me stingy. Just becos' I
don't ever change my shirt and
trousers, it doesn't make me any
more stingy than them. And yet
they insist on calling me stingy.
Stinginess must be rna-de of
, lousier stuff, .eh! !. '
"The other candidates call me
ambitious. You all did see that on
the last SBAorganized party, I
was .thrice offered the
Assistantship to the Assistant to
the President of the SBA, which I
did thrice refuse. Did this in me
seem ambitious? You also saw
in the same party that I was
twice offered the mike to openly
accuse my opponents of unfair
canvassing practices, which I did'
. twice refuse. Does this make me
an ambitious person?? I have
always, emptied my coffers
.eontaining hard-earned money to
trea t most of you sometimes and '
some of you mosttimes to beer'
and chips at the Rathskeller
whenever any of you ran .short of
dough. Does this act of charity
.make me an ambitious person??
Ambition should be, made , of
bitter, stuff, eh!!!
"And yet, my friends, nn ac-
cused of being a quack, a stingy
and ambitious man. And they
who call me so are, basically.all
honorable men. Yet, as ,you all
know, honorable men never call
others such ugh! names, unless
they've drunk too much red wine.
"So, now you see, who's more
honorable? They or me?? Who's
more ambitious?? They orme??
And who's more quackish? They
or me??
"0 Judgement! Thou are fled
from these dumb .students and
they have lost their reason! Bear
with me.
Page 5
Q 8l A: Grading, Disparities
by Prof. John Banzhaf
(THIS IS THE FIRST OF
WHAT MAY BECOME A
REGULAR FEATURE
DISCUSSING MATTERS OF
INTEREST TO GWU LAW
STUDENTS. QUESTIONS OR
PROPOSED TOPICS· SHOULD
BE SUBMITTED TO PROF,
BANZHAF; BACON 302),
BETWEEN DIFFERENT
CLASSES AND DIFFERENT
SECTIONS? .
ployment, summer positions"
honors, etc. Because some
professors have reputations for
grading "high", a student may
yield to the temptation to take a
class in which he might otherwise
not be interested, particularly if
a competing (and possibly better
class) is taught by a professor
with a reputation for grading
"low." More importantly,
students in .a class or section
where the average grade is low
tend' to' feel discouraged,
resentful, and perhaps even
discriminated against, par-
ticularly in first-year sections in
which the first and all-important
indication of a student's ability
may be significantly affected by
something 'as arbi tary as the first
letter of the last name.
WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN
DONE TO CORRECT THESE
DISPARITIES?
One technique, adopted by the
faculty to deal with grading
disparities is "the grading
curve." Under this system, in all
. first-year courses, and in many
upper-level courses, the per-
centage of each letter grade
which can be awarded is limited
as follows:
(unused percent of A's may be
given as B's, but unused B's may
not be given as A's)...
more on page 11
TH'E GWU NON-ACADEMIC
JUDICIAL SYSTEM
ANNOUNCES OPEN PETITIONIN,G FOR
VACANCIES ON
- ~..
from page 1 , discussions at each professor's
by all proressors might be election might be a more ap-
warranted. propriatemeans of instigating
The risk of creating an un- internal communications, since
specified committee on teaching personally sensitivity to the
quality, countered Prof. Weaver, problem was evident in the
was th.at, it would inevitably debate.
evolve into a student grievance' Dean Kramer expressed his
committee that would be of little ' disapproval of past professorial
benefit. to constructive com- criticism, stating that students
munication or reform. ' wanted results, not words, but
Profs. Weaver and Weston that sometimes he felt that
disputed Prof. Ginsburg's students soujWt not action but
specific suggestion that a public humiliation of targeted
program could, be established victims of criticism:' In regard to
under which professors would the motion on the floor, he posed
visit the classes of some of their the question, "Can you really
colleagues and then comment on teach someone how to teach?"
the strengths and weaknesses of Themotionfai1ed by a vote of 6
their teaching techniques. to 8, withx abstentions. Prof.
Prof. Pock pointed out that Nash remarked at, the ter-
such a program was inherently mination of the debate that he
limited by the altered behavior hoped the issue does not die. The
which would be induced by the consensus of the faculty mem-
presence of a visiting instructor bers present seemed to be not a
in the classroom setting. He also rejection of the suggestion for
argued that the great divergence introspection but a recognition
f t hi 1 that any problems which may
o eac mg stye and objectives exist might be better dealt with
among different professors was a
factor which would inhibit the 011 a less formalized level.
usefulness of faculty review. Primarlily because of the lack
Considering the capacity of such of concern with the issue that was
a committee to engender bit- revealed in the survey recently
terness between professors' .conducted by the Student Dean
ith Search Committee, Prof.' 'Ban-
WI out the promise of achieving zhaf's additional propesal for
positive improvements, '. said modification of the anonymous
Prof. Pock, ...lternativesto the
formation of the committee grading system was withdrawn
should' be contemplated. with the concurrence' of SBA
Prof. &idelson' -lucidly President John Beardsworth.
enumerated his rationale for The final item of business was
, ' Dean Potts' reluctant recom-
opposing the motion, stating that mendation to censure those
some of the subject matter ofthe faculty members who had not
p~~ed commi~e ~s ~&~ •• ~ •• ~~.~~.~~~.~.~~~~~~.~~~&~~.~..,properly within the jurisdiction posted' grades by the prescribeda
of the existing committee on deadlines. Several professors
recruitment, promotion, and objected on the grounds that the
tenure, thatinformalopportunity .motion did not take into con-
for" trading insights am,ong sideration the reasons for delay
and validity of excuses on a case
professors was already available by case basis. There was
and tormalizationot procedures
for comment might be regarded agreement that the problem was
a, serious one in view of the
as officious intermeddling, that. hostitlity that grading tardiness
the committee would -pose a tends to create between students
distinct risk of promoting and faculty. The motion was
divisiveness, and, finally, that, supplanted with Prof. Pock's
like all professions, there, can suggestion that professors would
never be an evenness of aptitude resolve to comply with the
and performance among law d dli
professors and the utility of ea ines established and urge
their colleagues to do likewise
committee review to improve and in the event of inability to '
teaching quality was therefore 'complete the task on time" to post
dubious.
Dean Potts noted that informal notice of the reason for the delay;
The reason for these disparities
is simple: 'faculty members
differ as to their grading
philosophies, and the faculty has
never attempted to establish a
norm or average grade. Some
In a a recent survey, over 80 professors seem to feel that "C"
percent of the first-year da.y should be an average or typical'
students said' that something grade, and that a "B" should be
should be done about the reserved for extra achievement.
disparity' in grades between Others seem to believe that a
different sections. This is typical grade of "C" is not very good,
of the reaction of first-year and that reasonable
students after their first-term achievement should rate Ji "B".
grades have been posted, and At least one professor feels that
students notice significant dif- all students who make a sincere
ferences in the grades between effort should get high grades.
sections, In the past, little has Some professors' may be more
been done since it is impossible to willing than others to flunk one or
change the grades once they more students. In the absence of
were posted, and students were some concensus, faculty
not' willing to work for changes' members adopt and practice
which would benefit the classes widely differing grading policies. /
to follow or prevent similiar
disparities in upper -level
classes. The purpose of this
article is to discuss why we have
grading disparities, the effects of
the disparities, what has already
been done to correct them, what
else can be done to correct them,
and how any efforts at correction
should nrnrpprl
',WHY ARE', THERE
FREQUENTLY LARGE
DISPARITIES IN GRADES
WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS
OF THES~ GRADING
DISPARITIES?
As a result of these disparities
in grading philosophies and
practices, students from I,l "low"
first-year section will have to
work harder, than their
classmates, to achieve the same
grade-point average and class
ranking; important factors in
terms, of permanent em-
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Petition forms may be picked up at the Student Activrues
Office (427 Marvin Center) or' the Office 'of the Vice
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THE GOOD, THEB
The following table outlines the results of the student returned to the SBA, no results could be compiled and overall qual~ty of the materials.
evaluations completed at the end of last semester. This the class is not listed below. ' II. Professor .
evaluation is conducted twice a year by the SBA. The .Each evaluation consisted of' thirteen questions. . .5. How organized and coher~t was the instructor's
results are being presented to you today because ~ According to the evaluating scale (1)- far below presentation of the material? . ,
preregistration for a portion of the student body falls averagei (2) - below average; (3) - average, (4) - 6. How interesting were the instructor's class
before the next issue of the Advocate on March 21. above average; (5)- far above average; and (0) - not. . presentations?
Preregistration for those students who plan to applicable or no answer. . . 7.How respectful was this professor'S attitude towards
graduate on or before May, 1979, is scheduled to be These were the questions asked: I' and treatment of students?
conducted on March 20 and 21. Preregistration for I. Instructional Materials .s.Considering the suitability of the subject matter for
students who plan to graduate after May, 1979, is 1 Rate the 'r . • • class participation, how encouraging and respon-
scheduled to be conducted onApril 3 and 4. . hel' text and-or casebook as ti? Its usefulness m . sive was the professor'S attitude towards student
'The function of this presentation is to provide, (lJ a . coJ:.sU: you to understand the subject matter of the questions and discussion? . .
reference for students when. selecting next year's 2; Rate the non-textual materials (ha d ts .tsid 9. How willing was this instructor to make himself
courses; (2) information to the Dean. on the per- recommended readiDg gr hs n ouI 'ou ~ e or. . available and helpful to stud-:nts outs'de of class?
forma~ce of new and part~time instructors; and (3) an etc.) as to their, usefu~~:~ri ~~~e ::'°toe~:: 10.'Rate this professor'S overall performance.
appraisal for professors of how students. reacted to . derstand the subject matter. .' .'
their courses. . . 3 How interesting the teri Is' '? •The figures below were drawn from' teacher " . .... . were . ma er~.. '.
evaluation forms ~tributed In classes last fall. H 4. Conslderm~, .~.te~ aha, ,wor~n~.s, , depth . ~f:
forms from a. class were either not distribUted or not ' coverage, effectiveness of case selection and editing,
, ' .' and helpfulness of notes and.cemments.rate the
Course Number, Title iRes-
. and Professor 'ponding' No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No.6 No.7
203":DayContracts I, Nash 72' 3.33.4 3.2 <3.3 3.33.5' 4.3
203-Day Contracts I, Ginsburg 61 3.50.0 3.2 3.4 3.7 3.9 3.8
203-Day Contracts I, Cibinic 66 3:1, 3.4 3.3 3.3' 3.8 4.03.6
203-Day Contracts I, Caplan 67 3.3 0.0 3.3' 3.3 3.6 3.4 4.5
203-Night Contracts I. Pock 87 3.4 4.4 . 3.6 3.8 3:8 4.4 3.6
207-Day Torts, Seidelson 78 3.0 3,8 3.8 3.8 4.9 3.5 3.4
207 Day-Torts, Schwartz 72 3.8 4.4 3.7 3.8 4.4. 3.5 4.7
. 207-Day Torts, Banzhaf 62 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.9' 4.4 4.0 3.0
207-Day Torts,Sirulnik 64' 4.0 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.3 4.8 4.5
207-Night Torts, Seidelson 53 3.3' 3.5 3.8 3.6 4.8 4.5 3.8
21l-Night Property, Brown 54' 2.9 4.1 3.4 3.4 1.9 2.4, 4,1
215-Day Criminal Law, Robinson 69 ,3.7 3.5 3.8 3.7 3.3,3.8 3.8'
215-Day Criminal Law; Caplan ,84 '2.5' 0.0 3:3 2.7 2.7 3:3 3.2
215-Day Criminal Law, Zenoff 62 3.0 3.13.3 3.L 2.0 2;0 3.7
215-Day Criminal Law, Starrs 59 2.7 3.1 a.r 2.8 3.0 3.2 -'.-2.2
22o-Day-Legal R&W, Childs 50 1.5 2.6' 2.2 2.1 2.9 2.7 ' 3.9
22o-Day-Legal R&W, Gerzog 46 . 2.5 2.9 2.2 2.4, 2.5 1.9 2.8
22o-Day-Legal R&W, Kryvoroka 22 2.4 3.2 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.0 '4.2
22o-Day-Legal R&W, Powers ' 44 2.0 '2.3 1.8 2.0' 2.0 15 30
22o-Day-Legal R&W, Shaller '2338 2..4 3.3 2.5. 3.0 3.9 3:1 ",.4:6
22O-Night-LegaIR&W, Lynch 24 2.5 3.2 2.4 2.7 3.5 3..8 4.5
22o-Night-Legal R&W, Seldin .. 2.~ 2.6 2.1 2.3 2.6 1.9 3.3 ,
303-Day-Inter. Law, Mallison 38 3.1' 3.6 3.7 3.3 2.9 2.8 3.7"
303-Night-Inter. Law, Mallison 30 2.9 3.5 3.63.2 < 3.7 3.5 3.4
309-Night-Conflicts, Smalls 513.20.0 .3.2 3.2 4.1 3.7 4.5
3i1-Day-:Agency, Sharpe 23 3.1 3.2 3.2 ,3.2, 2.9 3.1 4.2
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54 3.3 0.0 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.0 4.1
48 3.2 0.0 3'.0 3.1 3.0 2.9 .3.7
134 3.2 0.0 3.4 3.5 4.3 4.1 ' 3.9
58 3.3 3.6 3.3 3.3 2.3 2.7 3.9
, 108 2:1 2.3 2.5 1.9 1.6 2.0 1.6
43 '2.5 0.0 2.9 2.6 3.6 3.6 . 4.7
36 2.9 0.0 2.6 2.8 2.5 3.0 4.2
stt-Day-Agency, ShiHer
sn-Night-Agency, Shiller
312-Day Corporations, Green
312-Day Corporations, Solomon
312-Day Corporations, Fielding
312-Night Corporations, Park
313-Day Sales & Sales Financing,
Albert ""
313-~ igm-sales, Rothschild
31B-Day-Cred. Rights, Kirkpatrick
325-Day- T&E I, Solomon '
325-Dav-T&E I, Chandler
325-Night-T&E I, Weaver
329-Day-Unfair Trace, Weston
329-Day-Unfair Trade, Weston
329-Night-Unfair Trade; Weston
332-Day-Fed. Jur., Smalls
332-D~i'y-Fed.Jur., Barron
332-Night-Fed. Jur., Kayton
- 334-Day-Adv. Crim., Robinson
334-Night-Adv. Crim. Starrs
336-Day-Fed. Inc. Tax, Hambrick
336-Dav-Fed. Inr. T~y Wp.aver
338-Day-Est. & Gift Tax, Hambrick
34O-Night-Corp.Tax, Fielding
341-Day-Labor Law, Merrifield
341-Day-Labor Law, Merrifield'
341-Night-Labor ReL, Albert
347-Dav-Insurance, Pock
348·Night-Domestic Re!., Potts
351-Night-Law & Acct., Herman
372-Day-Admin. LaW, Park
375-~ight-Remedies, Green
77
65
126
98
58
94
60
41
67
58
88
20
29
69
28
43
95
36
47
77
77
46
21
50
19
3.4 0.0
3.6, 0.0
3.5 3.0
3.2 0.0
3.8 3.4
3.8 4.2
,3.8 4.0.
3.1 0:0
3:4 0.0
3.3 0.0
3.3 3.8
3.4 o.o
2.5, 0.0
2.9 ·2.8
3.5 0.0
2.1-0.0
3.6 0.0
3.7 0.0
2.9 ,0.0
3.4 4.2
3.2 0.0
2.9 3.4
4.1 0.0
..2.9 0.0
3.2 0.0
3.2·
3.2
3.2
2.9
3.3
3.5
3.7
3:1
3.5
3.5
3.7
3.9
3.0
2.5
3.3
2.5
3.4
3.3
2.8
3.7
3.6
2.5
4.1
3.0
3.1
,,3.4 3.9 4.1
3.5 4.0 3.3
3.3 2.6 2.5
3.0 2.0 2.3
3.6 3.7 3.1
3.8 4:0 3.1
3.8 4.1 3.3
3·t '3.9 3.3
3.4 3.8 4.1
3:3 "4.3 4 2.
3.5 3.4 3.3
3.3 2 3
3
.3
5
4.0.
.8 '3.2
2.8 2.7 2.3
. 3:6 4.1 3.1
,2.2 2.2' 2.3
~.: 3.7 2.6
" 4.3 3.1
2.7 2.0 2.3
3.7 4.4" .4.6
3.2 3.1 3.2
3.0, 2.9 2.4
4.3 4.4 4.6
3.0 3.5 3.4
2.9 3.7 3.8'
. 01. Course ' .
11.Rate the conceptual difficulty of the subject matter.
'12.Considering the number of credit-hours, how much
work did, this course require?
13; ~~ve your overallevaluatioD of this course.
No.8 No.9 No. 10 No. 11 No. 12 No. 13
4.2 3.6 3.8 4.4 4.1 3.6
3.7 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.4 3.6
3.5 4.0 4.1 ,/, 4.4 4.6 3.8
4;3 4.4 3.9 ,4.0 3.7 3.7
3.2/ 43. 4.2 3.9 3.7 4.0
4.04.0 4.5 3.5 3.3 4.1
~.5 4.2, 4.3 3.0 2.9 3.9
3.4 3~8 3.9 3.1 3.1 3.8
4.7 4.4 4.6 3.2 3.1 4.3
4.44.1 4.5' 3.6 3.5 4.3
3.6 3.9 2.6 . 3.5 3.4 2.7
3.9 4.4 "3.7 3.2 3.2 3.6
3.5 3.6 3.1 3.3 3.0 3.0
3.2 3.3 2.2' , 2.9 2.8 2.5
2.1 3.1 2.6' 3.2 3.2. 2.7
3.8 4.3 3.3 .2.5 4.7 2.8
2.4 . 3.5 2 5 2 .
4.2 "4.4 3:7' '. 2:~ , ::~ ~::
2.8 3.6 ' 2.3 2.3 4.1 2.0
4.3 4.8 4.1 2.5 4.2 3.2
4.7 4.9 , 4.1 3.0 4.9 3.6
3.6 3.8. 2.7 . 2.5 5.0 " 2.5
3.6 3.8 3.0 " 3.0 3.1 3.1
3.5' 3.9 ,3.6' '3.13.2 3.3
4.5 0.0 4.2 3.5 3.2 3.7
4.2 3.9 3.6. 2.8 ' 2.7 3.2
.4.1 4.0 3.3 2.1 2.1 3.1
3.7 3.43.1 2.5 - 2.6 3.1
4.2 3.94.3 3.8 3.8 4.1
4.0 3.8 2.9 3.5 3.4 2.9
2.3 1.9 1.5 3.9 4.7 1.7
4.6 4.~ 3.9 3.2 3.1 3.4
4.0 4.3.3.3.2 2.8 3.0
====:::.".;;....;..;..;;-",;;--_.-.... ·-.·-"-'''''''--'.'-'i.'·''·'-.--·''.--"'''ii''· iililllIIIIIIIiI. ~ _
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,iI Res- No. 12 No. 13pending. No.1 Na. 2,NO;'3 No. 4 No, 5 No.6 No.7 No ..8 No.9 No ..10 No. 11
38Q-Day-~nvir. Law, Reitze , . ' 4.0 3.3 3.4 3.849 ' 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.4 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.5 4.038Q-Night-Envir. Law, Reitze . 87 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.2 3.8 3.9 'if 3.7 4.1 3.8 3.2 3.2 3.6389-Day-Medicine for Lawyers, 4.5 ~.2 2.6 4.333 2.9 3.9 3.8 ~.6 4.3 4.8 4.4 4.5 0.0.Hirsh "- "
39Q-Day:Forensic Med., Sharpe 13. 3.7 3.6 4.2 3.7 3.6 37 3.3. 41 40 3.9 2.8 2.6 3.539Q-Day-Forensic Med.,' Sharpe 18 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.2 3.7 4.0 4.7 4.7 4.3 4.2 ' 3.2 3.1 4.1411-Night-FDA P&P, Rothschild ,,13 3.5 .0.0' 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.5 4.5 3.Q, 4.2 3.5 3.1 3.7
413-Day-Media-Public P., Barro 66 3.8 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 4.4 4.2 4.2 3.1 3.2 3.9
413-Day-Media -Public P. Barron 16 3.1 0.0 .'3.4 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.0 4.1 2.9 3.5 4.0 4.9 3.5
424-Day-Bus. PI~m., H. Green 15 3.1 3.6 " 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.1 3.8 4.1 3.6 3.4 4.3 4.5 3.3
424-Night-Tax Policy, Fiefd&singer .10 _ 3.3 4.3 4.0 3.6 3.7 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.6 4.6 3.5 3.6 4.2 '\
431-Night-Govt.. Proc. Ginsburg & 38 4.3, ' 0.0 3.6 4.3 4.2 3.9 4.2 '4.2 ~.7 4.1 3.6 3.8 4.1
Cibinic
433-Night-Perf. of Govt.Cont.,Nash 22 3.4 3.9 3.9 " 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.6 4.8 4.5 4.4" 3.9 4.0 4.2& Cibinic
441-Night-Work. Comp., Johnson 5 3~0 3.2 3.4 '3.0 3.6- 4.2 4.6 4.6 3.7 3.6 2.8 . 2.8 3.4
443-Night-Fed.Labor ReI., Tobias 10 :3.0 4.0' 3.8 3.6 4.5 4.3 4.5' 4.7 4.4 4.4 3.2 3.6 4.3
446-Night-Equal EmpI., Ginsburg 27 4;1· 0.0 4.0 ., 3.9 ,3;6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.8 '3.1 4.0 3.9
~O-Night-Curr. Prob. Civil R. 7 0.0 - 4.0 4.3 4.1 3.6 3.6 ,4.5 4.0 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.6 . .4.1,
Robinson -
475-Day-Law & Crim., Courtless
, - 3.1 '3.1. "3.5 4.8 4.3 4.6 4.3 3.5 2.6 2.8. 3.18 2.9, 3.5
479-Night-Crim Trial Prac., Foster 9 3.9 4.6 4.7 4.2 4.6 3.4 4.6 4.6 3.0 4.8 4.6 4.8 4.9
& Weisberg 4.6 3.2 4.0 3.9 3.4 4.2 3.0 3.8 4.048o-Night-Law of Corr., Cripe 5 4.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 2.8 2.8 3.0 3.0
486-Day-Law & Psych., Zenoff 6 .3.7 3.3 3.6 3.3 2.8 2.8 2.5 2.8 3.3 2.6 3.8 3.4 2.3
491-Day-Law & Computers, Chan- 28 ,2.0 2.6 3.0 2.0 2.7 2.8 2.3 3.0 2.9
dler -
492-Night-Science & Leg.Proc., .H. 20
, 0.0 3.5 4.2 3.6 4.0 '4.3 4.0 4.5 3.7 4.2 3.7 3.8 - 3.9'
Green
501-Day-Land Dev. Law, Brown ' 29 0.0 . 401'· 4.4- ,4.1 3.9 4.1 5.0 5.0 . 5.0 4.9 3.7 4.5 4.6505-DaY,:Intergovt.ReI. I,'Nash 11 3.6' 3.8 3.3 .3.7 3.8 3.9 .4.8. 4.7 4.5· 4.5 3.2 4.3 '4.0537-Day;'InL~Law Hum. Rights, Del 18 3.9 4.0 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.7 4.4 4.4 4.2 3.9 3.2 3.4 3.8
Russo -
546-Night-Soviet Leg. Sys. Ramundo 15 4.1 4.4 4.6 4.3 4.2 '4;.6 4.5' 4..7 ~ 4.6 4.6 3.4 2.7 4.4
557-N ight-Tax Exempt Org., 16 4.1 3.3 3.4 ' 3.7 3.5 3.3 4.2 4.3 3.7., 3.8
.. 3.1 3.1 3.5
Hopkins. & Myer:· .3.9 3.4 i8571-Night-Land Dev, .Ptan., 22 3.4 4.1;, 3.3 3.4 4.1 3.6 3.5 3.1 3.7 3.5
Schnidman
Tenure: Prof ..'Smalls'
Adecision will.be made this semester concerning the granting
oftenure to Prof. O'Neal Smalls. All comments'on thematter
are requested. They will be used by a sub-committee of the
Faculty Recruitment and Tenure Committee u,. its preparation
of a report and recommewlation to the full committee. Itwould
be helpful if comments were signed (confidentiality is ensured)
and they can be left at either the SBA office or with Prof. '
Weaver, Room 411,Stockton Hall. Please have your comments
in by March 15.
Natio'nal
Lawyers Guild,
The National Lawyers Guild" law panel discussion to coincide
held its semiannual .National with a week of events centering
Executive Board meeting last around the J. P. Stevens boycott.
weekend at the Marvin Center.. This panel is tentatively planned
for early April. The chapter will
Delega tes representing every also: be considering a proposal
region of the country convened ' that the GW-NLG develop and
for a series of workshops and
plenary. sessions in which a wide sponsor a clinic to represent and
range of progressive legal issues, counsel .the unemployed,. this
both national and international, clinic to be staffed and operated '
d d h hi hli h f by GW law students. .Persons
were iscusse . T e ig ig to interested in this project are
the weekend was discussion and
passage of a resolution on the invited to attend the meeting and
Mid-East situation. A full report share their thoughts on how best
and discussion of the weekend to effectuate this proposal.
will take place at the next GW- For further' information,
contact Robert Krakow at the
NLG meeting on Wednesday Consumer Clinic or seethe NLG
March t· bulletin board in the hallway
At the JMarch 1 meeting, the between Bacon and Stockton
GW 'chapter will also be
discussing planning for up- Halls.
eoming events including a labor
BEIGHT BAR ~EVIEW SCHOOL
CLASSES IN SILVfRSPRING~
WHfA TON,MARYLAND
, . ,-' "
MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long course commences March 28, 1978
short eourse eommenees May 31, 1978
Registrations are now being taken
For July 1978Bar Exam
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:'
.r"omas 1~8eig'". ,
570 "or" f,,".riclt Av•••• Gaif'" ••• ''' Mar,Ia.." 20760
'Phone 948.6555 or 460·8350
/
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CRIMINAL PRACTICE
INSTITUTE .
The 15th Annual Criminal more. In addition, a newseries of
Practice Institute of the Young seminars geared to the law
Lawyers section of the Bar student or to the practitioner new
Association of the District of to the criminal justice process
Columbia will be held Friday -has been nrepared.
March 3, and Saturday, March 4: Participant,s in the CPI receive
197~,. at the historic Pension the Criminal Practice Institute
Building.Highlightingthe Friday Trial Manual, which over the
evemng presentation will be a' years has become the' trial
. key note lecture by the eminent prac.titioner's. Bible, This year.
professor of Trial Techniques at participants in the Institute will
Cornell . University, Irving, receive a brand new, completely
Younger.Professor Youngerwill revised Trial Manual. This
speak on the topic, "Hearsay and revision, the first complete
Confrontation." revision in four years, has been
!heCriminal Practice In- necessitated by recent changes in
stitute, a cooperative effort of the the criminal law, by the im-
U.S. Attorney's Office and the portance of new topics to be
'Public Defender Service is a?dressed and, finally, by the
presented under the auspices of SImple need to consolidate a
the Young Lawyers Section. manual which has thrice been
Attendance at the Institute over sup~l~mentedwith changes and
'the years has become a tradition additions to the.substantive law.
for a~torneyspracticing criminal .The 1978 Trial Manual will
law In the District of Columbia contain more form motions, and
and for attorneys and law, more practice guidance to trial
students new to the field of lawyer and law student alike.
criminal law. ' '. Once again the attendees will
This year's Institute will receive the Georgetown Law
present a series of seminars on Journal, Federal Circuit, Note.
Saturday geared to the topics The CPI begins at6:00 p.m. on
necessary for the effective Friday, March 3. For law
representation of the criminal students 'the cost is $35.00.Ad-
defendant. Judges and trial at- ,diti~nal information may be
torneys, all experts in the field obtained from the Institute's
will head panels on suchareas a~ coordinator, Ms. Pat Smith
cross-examination, pretrial Public Defenders service,628:
representation, expert witnesses, 1200.
appellate ~~vocacy, and many
Courthouse
Nby~~!.!,o~ompletion
Adjacent to the Municipal
Center and across the street from
451 Indiana Avenue, crews of
carpenters, painters and elec-
tricians are working to finish off
the new District of Columbia
Courthouse scheduled' to be
dedicated on ApriHO: The D.C.
Court of Appeals has been
operative in the new building
since mid-January although
workmen still have the finishing
touches to go.
The structure already houses
the Register of Wills Intra-
Family and Mental' Health
Divisions,and 'parts of the
Corporation Counsel and
Criminal Division, but most of
the interior work is yet to be
installed and reorganization of
records J;emains a mammoth
task. '
The exterior of the new·
courthouse, is made out of'
corrugated stone' in block
columnsto compliment the police
department headquarters next
door. With four levels above
ground and two below, the
building is more thallavision of
bureaucratic efficiency... It will
soon. centralize under one roof
many of the functions of the D.C.
judicial system which are now
performed' in the Old Pension
Building,several of the Superior
Court buildings, and the District
Building.at 14th and E Streets.
The new courtrooms contain
feats of perfectly joined circular
oak carpentry and there is
already' almost an air of
authority in . the chambers
despite the lowceilingsand brick
hallways. The building also
features silver cylindrical gir-
ders and see-through walls and
,roof of the Hyatt-Regency
v~riety but the new courthouse
wIll probably never match the
haughty magnificence of the Old
Pension Building. Be it the Civil
War soldiers that march around
the circumference of the Pension
BUild~ng,_the mile-high ceiling
cov.erIng the courtyard, or the
resIdual atmospheric' intensity of
90years of litigation, the present
court facilitywill doubtlessnever
really be replaced.
When the architect was
commissioning the Pension
B.uildingin 1887,he extolled the
vl~tue of construction wholly.in....
brIck. "It's totally indestructible '
by fire,". he is said to have
remarked. Later President'
Garfield was heard to respond
"Too bad." ,
Tribulations of ,a Process.Server
by Dana Dembrow '
I, Process Server, qohereby another jurisdiction at 7:00 a.m.depose and say: That I am at and returns sometime between D.C. Civil Rule4(c): by U.S.
least eighteen years of age and a '4:00 and 6:00 p.m. On the third Marshal, special process server,
resident of the District of trip to Maryland the motorcycled or registered or certified mail.
Columbia, That I am a party to process server is drenched to the Although the Marshals have a
and otherwise' interested in this _bonewhen caught in a downpour 'reputation of ineptitude, they_
article, and That on the 28th day but finally finds Mr. Liable charge only $1per service and if
of February, 1978,I served the relaxing with his friends and a the plaintiff's attorney is in no
newspaper herein upon the couple of pints of vodka. The lIlrry and has a sitting duck for a
reader named elsewhere by proprietor of the business has defendant, the Marshals are the
leaving a copy thereof on the' previously expressed her primary candidates for serving
floorof Stockton Hall, and That disgratitude for the presence of process on
that, uneventful chore was the .law-breather but the any party not able or willing to.
probably more enjoyable than . defe.ndant-to-be appears ac- sign for a piece of mail. On the
anyservice ofprocess previously cesslbl~as he leans against the .other hand, if you want' to in-
.performed. .truck m the rear parking lot,' crease your' odds of successful
The first step to commence brows~ng through, a skin service without delay, and if you '
formal litigation 'is the magazm~. So the server enters have the funds available to 'pay
achievement by the plaintiff of the pr~mlses and approaches the' a higher fee, you contract with a
notice received. Service is thegathermg. No one admits to special process server to per-
requirement that completes the knowing the namesake. of the sonally deliver the. papers and
initial communication between party on the official-looking file an affidavit. in certification'
contesting parties and sets the pap~rs but the server recognizes' thereof.
slowwheelsof justice intomotion the ~nkengentleman who has .. Accordingto CivilRule 4(c)(2)
on a predetermined and precise pr~vlOuslyadmitted to beingthe-for D.C. Superior Court, the
chronologyof proceedings. It is ?rlVer.ofthe vehicle that crashed special process server may. be"
the first formal direction of a into client but declined to signa "any competent person over the
practicing attorney .except for s~~ment indicating the name of age of eighteen years who is not
the drafting and filing' of the his insurer> He understandably otherwise interested in the suit'
complaint, which,'until properly does no~wish to accept process and whois a bona fide resident of,
served, remains of no effect. and begins to walk away but is or has a regular place ofbusiness
The practical barriers to ef- slapped on the shoulder with in the District of Columbia."
fective service of process are s~veral pages of legal-size paper Thus, neither the plaintiff nor his
appreciated by practitioners, WIth "DO NOT FAIL TO, AN- attorney may serve process on
\\Tho generally hire a special SWER WITHIN, .,THE opposing parties. Arguably a'
process server to summon the REQUIRED TIME" printed on salaried law clerk is also
defendant to respond to a com- the front. The documents fall to ineligible to serve a summons..
plaint. The practicaleffect of the the mud and the process server since he or she is an agent of one
fundamental and constitutional states, "You're served. You can whois otherwise interested in the
requirement of notice is to leave them there if you want but suit, However, an independent
prohibit suit in many cases which ~hey'll take a·default judgement assistant ona contingent retainer
,present an aggrieved plaintiff If, you don't respond." The" may be properly hired for the
wh? would otherwise justly be defendant picks up the papers Purpose of serving process. '
entItled to recover damages ifhe .' and the process server's con- There are several individuals
couldonly find the defendant and tingent fee is earned. But as he and a couple of small compariies
hand.hi~a piece of paper; A rides home he shivers 'in the in the Washington area that
specialist In commercial wetness .and the ambivalent' provide special process service.
collections, in-fact, may find the assurance that he has placed the Their rates are' normally con-
major component of the task of ~ourse of someone'sfuture.' ,tingent on successful service,
~oll~~tion is . not establishing financial obligations at issue.' , although they may also charge
liability but locating the proper"- In J!ederal Court, as in the for providing information or if.
defendant andmaking demand in Superior Court of the District of the cause of the inability to
conformance \yith due process.' Columbia, the requirements of secure service is Inaccurate
It's no~always so simple. effective service of process are ' information furnished by the
Consider a typical case. The enumerated in Civil Procedure attorney., Contracts and rate
def.endant is a landscaping Rule 4.. ~ere are three rn.ethods structures for special process
assIstant who reports to work in of obtammg service specified in service vary widely, but a
more'onpage 12
_f,~pa~sticeBurger (cont.)
serious, demands our attention
nomatter howmany ,or howfe~
ot ~ese advocates merit the label
of mco~petent'." It should be
emphasIzed . that Bur.,ger's
comments dealt with a survey of
federal and not state or local
judges. ..
Burger's solutionwas that "we
must put more and more em-
phasis on continuing legal
education of both the 'lawyers.
~ho come into the courts and the
Jupges who preside."
He" . re-emphasized that
"continuing , profess"ional
educ~tion is, of cou~, equally
applIcable to judges and the'
advocates who appear in court."
~owever~ he ~aid that the
pe~ce~tage of Judges pursuing
contmumg legal education ap-
pears to be greater than the
pe~c~nta~e of lawyers seeking
trau}lng 10 ~ialadvocacy."
Burger saldthlit "to, treat a
bare ~ertifiC3te of admission to
practIce la~ asapassport to try
any and every kind of a case in
any court makes no more sense
than to say that a medical school,
degree, qualifies the holder to
perform every kind of' surgery
Our health is protected becaus~
:~,h~PitalsWill not let them do
Burger said that he has "never
cont~mplated in any sense a
barrIst~r-solicitor division of our
profeSSIon,as in England b t
onlr .a requirement of SPeci~l
tralmng for those who seek to
represent others in the courts."
Canaan Do It Noah More
Page 9
are Wilson's Snipe, black bear, contains Canaan Valley State
sora rails, snowshoe hare Park (6,000 acres), the Three District of Columbia
I must be getting old. My grouse, muskrat, mink, black' judges -- Chief Judge Harold
b f I· Monongahela National Forestmemory seems to e ai ing. I duck, and especially large H. Greene and Judge Joyce
I 0,360 acres of its 800,000total),seem to vague y remember a populations of wild turkey and Hens Green, of the Superior
ood and private land holdings (9,8000large fl that covered the land whitetail deer. Fishing is' out- acres). Court, and Judge Catherine B.
of Cannaan. Sure was wet. standing; the Valley includes a -Kelly,of the CourtofAppeals -The lower reservoir planned byLucky I was a rock during that 16-milestretch of self-sustaining' Allegheny Power Systems and - will receive The George
lifetime. Anyhow they plan on brown trout fishery.' . approved by the FPC will flood. Washington University Law
doing' it again -- flooding the BecauseoftheUlrlquenatureof' 7,000 acres of this land. The Association's Professional
bountiful earth, destroying the canaan Valley, both the upper reservoir would flood 600 Achievement Award Wed-
life presently residing thereupon Secretary of the Interiorand the acres in a natural depression nesday, March 1.
inCanaan Valley,West Virginia. State ofWestVirginia oppose the atop Cabin Mountain. This area The three judges,all
The Allegheny Power System Davis. pump storage project. is knownas DobbinSlashing and ~""'----------------""';'------_l
has been granted a license by the They desire to set aside the land is one of the best sphagnum bogs
FPC (nowthe FERC) to building as a wildlife refuge or a' state in the state. The upper reservoir
a 1,000 MW pump storage . park. The problem is basically is immediately adjacent to an
hydroelectric plant requiring the two-fold. First, the land to be ' area recently designated a
construction of two reservoirs in floodedis privately owned IJY the Wilderness Area' by Congress.'
TuckerCounty,WestVirginia. A' Allegheny Power System, and P.L. 93-622. The third arid eleventh circuits
pump storage project is essen-" .the government officials op- The sierra Club has been ac- of the A.B.A.-Law Student
Hally a way to store energy.' posing the project have entered tivelyfighting to preserve this Divisionwill be holdinga Spring
During slack times of.electrical the situation at a late stage. area, first before the FPC and ConferenceonMarch 10-12at the,
consumption (e.g., nights and ,.,The Valley consists of ap- nowin the U.S. Court of Appeals, Lord Baltimore Hotel in
weekends), excess electrical proximately 30,000acres. Most D.C.Circuit. DocketNo. 77-1736, Baltimore, Maryland.
generating power is used to run of the northern half is owned by ,77-1737,and 77-1845. Canaan Law students in law schools in
pumps that push water from a AlleghenyPower Systems (15,350 Valley':" land of honey- Alas, the following areas are being
lower reservoir to an 'upper acres). ....The southern portion Babylon invited to attend: Washington,
reservoir. When additional ... D.C., Maryland, Pennsylvania,
electrical power is needed, the llllllllllll111111111Ulll11111111111111111 Delaware,and New Jersey. •
water is allowed to rush down. .' . . ..• On Friday, March 19,
from the upper reservoir to push ; *.:,'THINK SNO'..T *' ...registration will be held at the
turbines generating electrical ... YY hotel. ,
power.' . ' ':: . -: On Saturday, March 11, there
The most notable example of a .. Washington,D.C., 1-17-77:ColdestJanuary 17,ever recorded in. will be programs on: legal ad-
pump storage project was the .. Washington- all the way back to Thomas Jefferson's records.: vertising, euthanasia, child
proposed Storm King project on '. cambridge, Ma., 2-27-78:TheN.ortheastis re~overing from the: abuse, and recombinant D.N.A.
the Hudson River. See Scenic .. eff~cts of the vyorstseries ofwmter storms smce 1888,as area. Additionallythere will be a mock
Hudson Preservation Conf. v..... residents contmue to attempt to burrow from beneath rooftop. criminal trial. A luncheon
FPd, 354F. 2d 608 (2d Cir. ·1965) .. drif~ of snow. .' .' : speaker will talk on the delivery
cert. denied sub nom. Con- • Wash1Ogton,D.C:; 2-17-71.':Anot;herpredicted bhzzard defuses :- of legal services. After the din-
solidated Edisonv. Scenic .. and the U.S.Mete~ologl~ISoclety goes o for 17for the season. ner, the eleventh circuit
Hudson' Preservation Conf.;407 • as s~des of SUnlight~~lSe. '. . .'. : Governor,.Marvin Dang, will be
U.S. 962 (1972). • ~mbrldg;thM~ 2-7-78. thH~~rr~~.un!v~~ty IS Cl~~ by. presenting various awards.
Canaan valley is one of West.. ec~ee0 e vernor - . e .Ir Ime ~ I .342.year . ory. • There will also be speeches by
Virginia's most beautiful" Was~1Ogton,D.C.,2-28-78:(Just 10case thISw10tercomes 10 the : candidates for circuit governor.
valleys. It is a valle"y13-1hiniles • sprmg) - "~ . • On Sunday, March 12,
longwith an average width at the' .. In recognition of the changing climatic conditioos~videncedby : -.- _
crest of about 4 miles. It is • the past couple of cold winters, the Administration of the • 4:t~4u!u!,-!t;J:t••• '
bordered on three sides by .. National:Law Center announces that:: Dissolving an Intimate
ta'os and I'ts valley floor ! • Relationship? Unpairingmoun I , .... SCHEDULED.CLASSES WILL ·BE CANCELLED • C. ts the . t xt" .. • Workshop: Eight Weds. 5:3O-~represen mos ,~ enslve... ONLYUPONTHE DIRECTIONOF THE DISTRICTwetlands area in the central .. I: p.m., starts tomorrow, 3·1
Appalachia...n region. '. Wildlife' ! OF COLUMBIA'GOVERNMENTOR BECAUSEOF • Counseling·Center, 676-6550,
... FAILURE OFA PARTICULARPROFESSORTOBE •aboundsin the valley. The valley.. ABLE TO ATTEND. . , •
holds both the largest isolated .' Cla~seswill not be closeddue to snowor other adverse :
woodcock b~eeding population .• weather conditionexcept by municipal declaration or :
known to eXist .and the larg~t.. emer~encv. . . •
breedng population of beaver 10 ", •
the eastern United States., '7""""""""""""""""""".,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,7.,.,.,.,.,77.,.,7.,."
Canadian geese nowbreed in the -,'
valley. Also found in the' Valley
by Stl!'Phfm Reimer
graduates of :eorge
Washington's law set 01, will
be given the awards y Law
Association Pre ident '
Richard A. Ward during a
luncheonat noonat ii ~Army
& Navy Club, 1<\ rragut
Square and Eye Street, N.W.
Chief Judge Theodore R.
Newman, Jr,,' of thp. D.C.
Court of Appeals, will speak.
'ABA Conference
LAWI
programs willdealwith: political
corruption and white collar
crime, juvenile law, and the
circuit finals of the National
Appellate . Advocacy Com-
petition. The election for circuit
governor will also be held on
Sunday.
Students are urged to pre-
register in advance and they will
have the optionof payingeither a -
registration fee of $12.50(which
includes 2 lunches andone din-
ner) or $5.00 (which does not
include meals).
Allstudents willbe individually
responsible for arranging their
own housing accomodations.
Mostout-of-townstudents will be
staying at the Lord Baltimore
Hotel,located at 20 West
Baltimore Street.
For more informationand pre-
registra tion forms, contact:
Marvin Dang, circuit governor,
126021st Street, N.W., No. 800,
Washington, D.C. 20036,or call
659-3834.
LepJT",... .....
TranICItptIoa
Correct!l'lg-selectrk: or. Mag
card. Experienced in styles and
forms. Deadlines met: inexpen.
sive rates: work· guaranteed:
pick.up and delivery. Call
Cindi 931·7074 anytime.
...
Washington's largest selection' of
legal supplies and study aids
Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's,- Legalines,
.Nutshells,Hombooks; Ziontz, etc.., - .
,READY CASH FOR O~DCASEBOOKS
\ LERNER LAW BOOK CO..
, FIRST ,AND E'STREETS,- N.W.- WASH., D.C. 2000f'j
Young Lawyers
The YoungLawyers Section Qf
the Bar Association of the
DiStrict of Columbia has an-
nounced that it is opening
committee membership to
participation by area law
students. .
The Young Lawyers Section
consists of approXimately 1,000
members of the Bar Association-
of the District of Columbiaunder
theage of36. TheYLS sponsors a
widevariety of lectures seminars
and other programs designed for
the entire spectrum of interests
and specialities within the leg~l
community. In addition to its
services for Washington lawyers
through social programs and
continuing legal education ac-
tivities the YLS in recent years
has gained national recognition
as one of the most active of the
young lawyers sections of the
American Bar Association. '
Law students enjoy· special
- membership rates to:those
. functions which require an ad·
mission charge and they also
receive discounts on the pur-
.' chase' of YLS publications.
Any person· enroll~ in' the
National Law Center ISwelcome'·
to participate ~. any o~ the 37
committees which coordinate the
widespectrum ofYLSactivities.
. Interested parties may contact
Peter DePaolis the Chairman of
the Membership-Law ::;tudent
Committeeof theYoungLawyers
Sectionof the Bar Association,at
426-7005or Marvin Dang of the
ABA-LawStudentDivis.ionat 659-
. 3834. .,'
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InBetween the Sheets
(This is segment three in a Most of the other CCH ,SEC to enjoin certain actions).
,continuing series wherein I materials are iorganized just Alternatively, we could have
answer, in print, some of the like the Securities Reporter. gone to the Exchange Act
questions I've been asked at the That is, they focus on a certain Binder, and looked under
3rd Floor Reference Desk.t act (in this case the Securities Section lOb of the Act, which
Q. Mr. Heller... and Exchange Act) and then couldhave eventually led us to
t>-. Call me Jim. break the act down into sec- 'P22,721. Updating either CCH
Q, 0 K J' 'I' t I tions, which are given CCH Paragraph cite would have led., .., rm, ve go a rea hproblem. Yousee,Ihavea take paragrap numbers. Within 'us to P96-o10-., the key SEC
home exam due next week for these sections are included" brief.
Securities, and I've been relevant Rules and The only problem with going
partying a lot this semester and Regulations, interpretative to CCH first is that it's not'
consequently have read only releases, CCH explanations particularly well-indexed, and
about 40pages in the textbook, with case annotations, and finding the relevant CCH
and I'm in real trouble 'cause I other diverse materials. paragraph might have been a
don't know what the hell is Because we already have little time consuming. The
going on. some CCHParagraph numbers' trade-off is that the looseleaf
'A. Calmdown,clam down. Now, (from the LEXIS search),we 'services are very current, and
what's the exam problem? can go directly to the ap- may often be the only source in
Q.Well, we have to discuss the propriate page in eCHo As you which one can find very recent
SEC's policy on issuing in- can see, the documents are not lfrlcuments. At least the .Index
junctions in 10b-5matters. The only headnoted, but tell you does give the researcher some
burning issue is whether what other CCH Paragraphs method Of finding relevant
scienter must be established' you should see for more in- material.
before the SEC can enjoin a ,formation. Here's an example. You should remember three
! defendants' actions. In LEXIS we found the case things: First; recent cases that
A. No problem at all. We can SEC v. Lummis, decided on have yet to be reported in Fed.
wrap this one up in no time November 22, 1977. The only Supp. or F.2d will not be in-
using LEXIS and CCHFederal cite given is "CCHFED . SEC. dexed by the West Digest
Securities Reporter. And P96,245" (the "p". stands for System; Second, some District
speaking of burning issues, my" paragraph). Wethen go to that '.Court cases will never be in-
dear, we might even have time paragraph inCCH its in the eluded in Fed. Supp.; Third,
for a drink later on this evening. "current materials", binder the looseleafservices include a
'But first things first. This and in addition to being given variety of materials that would
question of yours is a good ,the text ofLummis, we are told be virtually impossible to' get
example of how we can coor- that the Lummis case hold of elsewhere (witness, the
dinate two apparently in_corresponds with CCH 'keySEC brief>. Asyou can see,
, dependent research tools. paragraphs 22721an<l26390 in .LEXlSandthelooseleaf ser-'
Q. Which one shall we try first? the binder which deals with the vices not only allow you access
A. Let's try LEXIS first.' I Securities and Exchange Act. to potentially helpfulmaterials,
assume you .know that in ad- Wethen discover that P26390 f but they can be used in con-
dition to having general deals with Injunctions issued by junction with oneanother fairly
libraries of case and statutory the SEC, while P22721deals easily - and effectively.
law from fourteen states and with Section lOb of' the Ex- Q. Jim, howcome you're so good
the federal courts, there are change Act. Under these at legal research?
specialized subject libraries for paragraph numbers (be careful A.Select one:
Federal Securities Law, to consider other .CCH a) Because I was educated in
Federal Tax Law, Federal paragraph numbers in the both Michigan and California.
Trade Law, and Federal same general area, for they b) Because I'm fascinated by
Patent, Trademark, and may also be on point), we can the question as to whether or
Copyright Law. find not only relevant sections not scienter must be
Because this is a Securities of the Act, but, corresponding, established before the SED can
case, we'll plug into the cases, regs, etc. enjoinin a defendant's conduct
Securities Library, and 'take it Q. We're done then, right? in a 10b-5matter.
from there. Using Ute key A. Not yet. 'We then take the c) Because that's the kiridof
words 'injunction" and 'scien- relevant paragraph numbers guy I am.
ter' gets us 30 documents. (22721and 26,390)and go back d) Forget legal research.
Scanning these documents to the current volume to further What about that drink?
reveals that LEXIS includes in update our research. Going
its data base many cases that thru the various indexes, which
have not yet been reported in. list the current development
the Federal Reporter of according to the pre-existing
Federal Supplement, ~any of CCHparagraph numbers (and
the cities refer only to the CCH which are not cumulative), we
Federal Securities Reporter, can find recent developments
and appropriate paragraph on point-In this case, we up-
number within CCH. date P22,721 and P26,390. "
Q. What you're saying is that Under either paragraph we.are
although a case may be very cited to current cases, releases,
recent, and consequently etc." We ultimately find that
unreported officially, it may P96,010is a summary of SEC
still be assessed via LEXIS. brief dealing with exactly what
A. That's correct, chicken lips. you want -where the SEC
LEXIS includes many argued that scienter was not
documents ,from the various necessary to enjoin a defendant
looseleaf services (CCH,BNA, for a 10b-5violation.
Prentice-Hall) not yet reported 9· Eureka! That's exactly what
elsewhere. In fact, as you are lwant. CouldI have foundthis
probably already aware,' many informationby initially goingto
district court cases are never CCH?
reported in the Federal Sup- A. Yes,but let's leave the
plement. Therefore, those vacuum cleaner talk out. We
decisions may be difficult to could have used the subject
obtain. IT a' district court approach, and started the
decisionis reported inoneof the research with -CCH. Under
looseleaf services, however, it "Injunction" in the Topical
can be accessed through the Index we wouldhave narrowed
services, or, as we can see, it down to the power of the
sometimes by LEXIS. Commission to issue, in-
Q. O.K., now that we have these junctions: This would have
CCHcites, what can we do? ultimately.Jed us to P26391
A. Let's go directly to the CCH which deals with Section 2i(d)
Federal Securities Reporter, of the Act (whichenpowers tbe
ADVOCATE
PERSONS
of
past, present,
and future
are invited
to a
staff m~eting
Wednesday,
March 8, 1978
8:00 p.m.
in the .
, .
dungeon
* '*- ' '*
Apathy Awards
CANCELLEDAGAIN--
The first annual apathy awards were attempted again last
February 20but no one attended to accept the prizes. President
Carter was scheduled to make the presentations, but the
recently resigned past president of Anonymous Apathetic
Associations, the insolventsponsor of the awards, forgot to send
him an invitation. Fortunately, a hall was was not reserved for
the event and posters advertising the contest were never
p~inted,so noonethat didn't attend missed anything.
Recyclin.g Tip
EAT YOURADVOCATE-
When you're finished reading this newspaper and have
thoroughly digested all pertinent information and recorded
documentingcitations for later use, don't just toss it in the trash
can along with last semester's exams. Avoidthe wasteful fate
of the round file by following these simple directions for
recycling your Advocate. _First, separate the pages of the
newspaper and tear each one into little squares approximately
one em. long. This issue should be enough for about 6,438
squares. Next, place the squares into a frying pan and add 2
tablespoonsoleomargarine. Simmer over a lowflame for about
15minutes, or until the squares begin to tum yellowish-brown
and crunchy. Then remove from heat, sprinkel on some salt,
and stir the mixture while pouring in one cup teryaki sauce.
Served as a. side dish or main course, this recipe makes a
- dandy meal for just pennies a serving. And ifyou don't have
time between class and study to fully prepare your Advocate
youcan always just pour onsomemUkand eat it raw. '
Next issue: Howto crochet a full-lengthparka out of theWaD
Street Journal. b D Db'~ ana em row
296-7585
2030 M STREET N.W. -
~
~S-(~ ,Open 7 days
~~ till I r p.m .• Mon.-Thurs.
I e.m., Fri. & Sat:
10 p.m., Sunday
Fabulous 5~page Menu
Carry Out Available All Day
296·7585
.•...
Separate Pinball and Game Room
Soft Ice Cream ana Frozen Yogurt
However, the so-called grading
curve still permits very. large
disparities in grading between
classes and professors. As the
chart below indicates, professors
could submit grades which were
almost as different as, night and
day, and still be .within the
mandated curve. Indeed, based
upon the chart below, the dif-.
ference in the AVERAGES
between the two different
classes, each marked according
to the same curve, could be over
20 points (84 vs. 62>:-
GRADE PROF.HIGH
A 20
46
B 34
C 0
D ",
F ' 0
by Dana Dembrow
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CASILLAS PRESS
1717 K Street, N.W.
Syite 10
223-1220
OTHER MODERN AND UP TO DATE SERVICES:
-cOLD TYPECOMPOSITION OffSET PRINTING XEROXING
NEWSLmERS BROCHURES fOItMS
TRAVEL OFFICE "
Ground Floor ~MarvinCenter
For ,Sprin.g Break Trips
see
659·2968
Inc.
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/
"
Tribulations 01 a
, .
Pr()cess Senler(cont.)
from page 8
reasonable fee for within:"
jurisdiction service might lie $15
or $20. ' '.
/ At times the effort Involved.in
serving process seems to out-
weight its dubious rewar~. Last
Tuesday, for example, "we
needed' at trial a police officer
who purportedly worked the
n:30p.m. to 7:30a.m. shift at the
First District Station ' of the
, Metropolitan Police Depa~ent.
-Rememberlng that.station as
, '.
,
Consumer H-E-L-P and the
Community Legal Clinic,have
been granted leave to appear
as Amicus in the case of
Randolph v. Franklin In-
vestment before the D.C.
Court of Appeals in a
rehearing en banco Professor
Rothschild will argue at 9:30
a.m. on Thursday, March 2.
For information see the
Consumer- H-E-L-P bulletin
board on 1st floor, Bacon Hall.
worked varying hours, usually
the one that vfour months late at night. Mterthreesessions
previously had released my of waiting for the'defaulting
motorCYcle without checking for defendant, he is caught at work
renewed driver's license, the and the process server marches
failure of which had resulted in into the computer room and lays
my overnight detention and loss down the papers, But, upon
oftbe bike twodavs prior. I am checking the summons in order'
uncertain of, their competence. to file an affidavit of service the
So I verify the officer's tour, of process' server realizes, that it
duty by telephone but upon was filed 21 days before the date
arriving on' time am told that the 'of service. It is in,effective.The
officer is already on the street. summons- is dead unless served
The other policemen inform me within 20 days after filing. An
that, the night of the, SBA beer alias summons' will have to be
blast is the last chance issued before the action may be
to obtain service before trial, but commenced. Other jurisdictions
on Friday night after restraining vary the time limitations', and
indulgences to the point of Federal District Court has no
departing from a beautiful un- such restriction, but those courts
dergraduate smile, I dash to S.E. which do limit the period within
only to find that the officer to be which service must be had will
served is really not on duty that not confer jurisdiction upon any'
night. No service. No fee. complaint which is not served
Probably' no recovery for within the statutory deadline;
plaintiff -unless we can find and Be it the result of defendants'
serve the cop by 9:30 a.m.: vacationing outlasting .the iser-
Tuesday. ' 'Vice period, comrades and
Then there was the action in cousins concealing presence and
Superior Court' against a covering for cowards,
progra nmer for Pride, Inc. who secretarys' typing the wrong
address, or· grateful .witnesses
"
,CURIOUSCREA.TURES
AND'
MINI' MONSTERS
KjeII Sandved '
.
AN arrated.Film Presentation by
The Smithsonian Institution's Foremost
Natnre Photographer'
Ross Hall{23rd& Eye St.), RoomlOI
3:00 pm, Friday, March 3,1978
Wine And Cheese To Be Served Following Presentation
, d b~ tho e,Graduate Student Association And The Program BoardSponsore "
..
work plus 80 cents bus fare. .
insisting on companionship A subpoena. duces tecum IS
through the Lawrence Welk used to compel the party served
Show, the job of process server to 'bring along documents or
may at' times be somewha~ l~~s other evidence to review. Unlike
than rewarding, though 1t
th
1: a summons, there .ts no
inseparably entwined in requirement that th~ subpoena
routine practice of law. . , be filed prior to service, Thus,
The defendant's challC!lge to several blank subpoenas may be
the effectiveness of, service, ,of carried at one time and issued as
course, is an absolute defense. investigation necessitates.
There is a plethora of case law '
connected with the qu~stion of The party served with a sub-
what constitutes effective ser- 'poena may be favorable or an-
vice. Federal Rule 4(d) (1), tagonistic to the client's cause of.
'which identical to the, D.C. action and alienating him or her
provision, permits service "by may have an" unfortunate in-
delivering a copy of the summons fluence on .testlmony. In one
and of the, complaint ... ~y case for example, an elementary
leaving copies thereof at his scIi~olteacher witnessed an
(defendant's) dwelling house or assault between parties to a
. usual place of abode with some domestic relations action. She
person of suitable age ~nd said over the phone just before
discretion then residing therem." she hung up that she didn't want
Other statutes may further to get involved. Her refusal was
specifiy the age reqUlre~ent ~nd encouraged by her, employer so
impose other methods of insuring rather than going through proper
that the proper party has channels an anxious young
receivedactual ~otic~ o~,s';lit: safety patrolman directed me to
'Regardless of the, jurlsdlcticn her classroom just after school
involved, .broad construction; or recessed. It was the first time
procedural, rules. regarding since 8th grade that I was sent to
service of process 1S thoroughly the principal for a lecture! But
. grounded. The District Court for despite my explanation of the
the Sixth Circuit has ruled that civic necessity for the teacher's
"In construing ... Rule 4(d) (1). appearance in court, when she
liberally, the district court ef- arrived the next morning she was
fectuatedthe declared purpose of so mad at the legal profession
the Supreme Court Advisory that neither attorney dared call
I ~ Committee in submitting: a her to the stand.
service of process rule, whieh : Especially when, Y0ll.~ are
would provide 'a. g~?d ~eal of dealing with doctorsor anyone
, freedom and fleXlbIl1ty m ser- else that places a high value on
" vice.''' How about a sum-their employment time, com-
mons slipped .under the door ~ petent counsel should try when
the mother of a defendant who 18 possible to establish good rapport
' not home? I'll argue it's good but with witnesses (on either side) by'
I ju~t don't want togo back there requesting, voluntary acce~ta~ce
agam., '., , .. .' of service and by notifymg
Don't forget the distinctions necessary partiesnlong in ad-
between a, sum'!l0n~ an~ /a vance of required appearances.
subpoena. The difference IS a '
basic one which non- Is it ethical for an attorney to
' pr a c t iti 0 ne r s freq u en tlYadvise a client to evade service?
mislabel. The summons is what The question will rarely appear;
accompanies -the complaint. It since a lawyer is usuaJly not
-: demands that the defendant file contacted until after service ot..
an answer (Within three weeks in process, but in the event ~a~ a
D.C.) ,or, else the Court will clientfearssuit prior to recelVlng
permit the" pl!iintiff to ,take a notice of the filing ofa complaint,
default judgement. A default iC is a consideration that the'
,judgement may normally .be ,attorney may face. The Canons •
easily overturned upon allegatIon do not address this. point, and if
of legitimate reason' for the' they did they would prob.ably
delay, but a judgement which is shed little light on the question.
absolute permits attachment of, However, to.; suggest to one's
assets by garnishingw~ges or client to intentionally avoid
bank account or writ of fieri service, is unethical since it
facias. , circumvents' the proedures
A subpoena, on theother hand, imposed by the Court to resolve
is a demand upon a party to the controversies in a just fashion.
, action or a third party to appear But as a means of staying out of
' for the purpose of testifying in court, evasion of service of
court or at depositon. The process is a totally effective non-
, penalty forfailure to respond to a legal defense. "
subpoena is the possibility of Clearly serving process is not
being held in contempt of court, the easi~t nor the most fulfilling
being fined for damages incurred job in the world, but it is a 'im-
by the opposition, or baving one's portan! step in the progress ~f a
'cause of action prejudiced. by cause of action. The consolatIons
non-appearance. , The rules of theoecupation are three: first
quoted above apply to a service is an easy fee on the rare oc-
of a summons, but the casion that a voluntary party is
requirements for serving' a found at horile on the first try,
subpoena are governed by second is the satisfaction of
Discovery Rule 45(c) in the' Civil nailing those defendants who you
Division of Superior Court. A feel deserve, to be served, and
subpoena to testify in court is third 'is the anticipation' of
usually accompanied by. a knOWing you, will soon be an
check for '$21 representing attorney and can hire someone
compensation for lost, time from else. to serve process for you .
